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Introduction 
itadel for higher learning is an enormous campus 

environment or tertiary establishments which 

epitomized different structures, research facilities 

block, address rooms, managerial square among other 

infrastructural components required for scholarly 

activities. 
Necessity to curb an inferno or similar disasters is very 

relevant to stay away from obliteration of important 

properties like infrastructure or learning assets and loss of 

lives.  

Intelligent agent or strong elements ought to be 

formulated and mounted to substantiate security 

specialists' endeavors in guaranteeing satisfactory 

insurance; preventive advances helps in accordance with 

worldwide prescribed procedures for danger the 

executives and control when convenient data is 

accommodated salvage [5]. Process-mindful system gives 
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ABSTRACT  
The need to 

forestall an 

emergency 

situation or 

natural disaster is 

quite germane to 

avoid destruction 

of valuable 

properties like 

infrastructure or 

learning resources 

and loss of lives. 

Incessant violence 

and natural 

disasters are 

partially 

responsible for 

severe destruction 

of academic 

resources. Hence 

the need for 

intelligent agent 

that can control 

emergency 

situation on our 

campuses. In this  
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quick information that broadcast entity's area and condition to every one of the 

concerned parties. 

Agent-based correspondence is exceptionally steady and versatile for ecological 

deployment and proactive response, surveillance gadgets are commonly 

embedded with signal sensors and perceive incidences; it communicates with 

dispatcher to decide proper rescue agent. Naive Bayes classification approach 

aligns with probabilistic network in which assigned classes may be induced sample 

cases and dataset. Attempt to estimate the conditional possibilities of the various 

classes when the values of other characteristics are given to predict the group 

with the closest or greatest conditional probability [3]. 

Correspondence is vital in this time of digitalization and information economy, so 

that gathering of individuals inside and outside a settlement could share refreshes 

and live report to turn away perils with criticalness [2]. 

Emergency incidence identifying with fire control and recuperation framework is 

of dire consideration for recognizing fire blast rapidly and to accelerate control 

process to permit escape. Securing scholastic environment to deflect any 

dangerous circumstance and to apply salvage and recuperation measures could 

be hard for human work force without correlative exercises by manufactured 

substance [1]. 

Emergency management envelops mindfulness, salvage, or recuperation with 

sufficient coordinated effort including human, machine, volunteer or observer to 

introduce vital notice by innovative guide. Identification of fire flares includes a 

study, the context of agent-based communication which is very supportive and 

adaptive for environmental deployment and proactive reaction was considered, 

as well as embedding surveillance gadgets with signal sensors and perceives 

incidences; it communicates with dispatcher to determine appropriate rescue 

agent. Proposed framework of intelligent agent uses data sequence for specific 

cases that can be compiled for manipulation and quick response to preempt fire 

outbreak. Inference engine handles the recognize-act principle of the production 

pattern, designed for goal and data driven.  

 

Keywords: Intelligent-agent, Framework, Academic environment, Emergency, 

Detector 
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wide scope of essential standards, and logical premise of physics and chemistry 

just as the utilization of cutting edge innovations. The presence of heat can be 

effortlessly felt by all living beings with restricted capacity to separate mild 

changes and endure outrageous temperatures. Heat identification is worried 

about the standards of moving hotness through explicit conduction and 

convection processes. Extension of warmed materials or substances and the 

progressions in the electrical properties by liquefying when warmed could be 

utilized for distinguishing fire [9]. 

 

 
Figure 1     Generic model of intelligent agent     [2] 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The need to forestall an emergency situation or natural disaster is quite germane 

to avoid destruction of valuable properties like infrastructure or learning 

resources and loss of lives. Incessant violence and natural disasters are partially 

responsible for severe destruction of academic resources on our campuses. Hence 

this study. 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 

This work was aimed at providing the conceptual framework of intelligent agent 

for campus based emergency control, and to be accomplished by the specific 

objectives below. 

(i) Review relevant literature to determine existing solution by 

augmented agent and virtual reality, as well as the drawback. 

(ii) Design a conceptual framework of intelligent agent for controlling 

campus based emergency in timely manner. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

In this study, the context of agent-based communication which is very supportive 

and adaptive for environmental deployment and proactive reaction was 

considered, as well as embedding surveillance gadgets with signal sensors and 

perceives incidences; it communicates with dispatcher to determine appropriate 

rescue agent.  

Proposed framework of intelligent agent uses data sequence for specific cases 

that can be compiled for manipulation and quick response to preempt fire 

outbreak. Inference engine handles the recognize-act principle of the production 

pattern, designed for goal and data driven.  

 

RELATED LITERATURE 

Prudent step and wellbeing is the way to sound and tranquil concurrence in our 

area. Awful rate is moderately erratic, and as such it could achieve inauspicious 

passing and obliteration of important assets [8]. 

Some alarm frameworks might be practical fire assuming they are self-initiated 

inside little structures or conveyed in medium scale private blocks. Nonetheless, 

more mind boggling structures or refined business environment needs intelligent 

fire identification framework, which will not recognize the occurrence area of a 

fire however can likewise start control measures [6]. 

[9] Developed fire identification framework that covers huge distance like in 

passages or enormous scope structures generally include a lot of cabling and 

electrical wiring for signal correspondence to control board. 

The requirement for artificial entity that will control and send notice about fire 

blast is very relevant to guarantee ideal acceleration and to deflect its outcomes. 
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An actuator is exceptionally pertinent to fire identification framework, being the 

part that starts transmission when observing substances change their state [2]. 

Emergency notice targets giving a trustworthy notice to the inhabitants and 

firemen, just as other fiasco by the executive order at the faculty complex. A lot of 

inhabitants in metropolitan settings reflect intricacy in their regular daily 

existence; accordingly yielding uniqueness between human undertakings and 

lifestyle in enormous scope premises [9]. 

 

 
Figure 2  Fire Alarm Control Panel     [4] 

 

Intelligent Reasoning and Decision Support  

Raw data and observation may be the target in some sensor applications where 

data samples are transmitted to central server over the intranet on wireless 

network, except for fire detection mechanism which requires real time processing 

to derive resulting inference [11]. Sometimes, occurrence of environmental 

condition does not really involve extensive coding but adequacy of data samples 

is germane. Sample acquisition of experimental data and conversion to nominal 

form from literary numeric value precede the training phase as shown in figure 2. 
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FRAMEWORK FOR DISASTER PREVENTION AND CONTROL 

In any educated culture and/or academic community, knowledge and parallel 

exchanges with first responders are critical in a catastrophe event. Inadequate 

monitoring and communication infrastructure causes physical harm to members 

of the academic community and other residents on campus, resulting in 

ineffective disaster recovery and awareness channels. 

When augmented agents are used, a better multi-agents based network 

might be built for detecting and escalating unplanned incidents relating to 

violence or disaster, employing sensorial notification and visual surveillance in the 

surroundings and around the occupants. Heat detectors can be included into a fire 

detection and control system for automation and cost savings. Because the 

thermostat is usually utilized as the element for sensing in a modern heat detector 

with mechanical force for circuit contacts, gaseous expansion as a primary 

response to a rise in temperature has also been used as a parameter in fire 

detection. 

 

Perspectives on Artificial Intelligence  

Synthetic intelligence is synonymous with artificial intelligence, which is a man-

made intelligence that may be instilled in and displayed by an artificial entity. 

Humans can only discern the attribute trait of smoke that comes from a fire that 

is visible to the naked eye, but there are a variety of technological mechanisms 

that can be used to perceive smoke even from a distance, such as combining a 

light transmitter and receiver to create a beam that may be obscured by the 

presence of smoke flames [10]. 

True detection is achieved when the electrical signal produced at the receiver 

changes as a function of the attenuation of the beam. Smoke particles can also be 

employed to spread light from a transmitter to a receiver; however the electrical 

signal at the receiver rises with flame [9]. 

Intelligent agent is a piece of software, hardware, or both that senses and exhibits 

cognitive behavior based on prior experience [5]. Apart from carbon monoxide 

detectors, which are primarily for fire safety, other detection technologies are 

highly expensive since they may require frequent maintenance and calibration, 

with special uses for the petro-chemical sector [8]. 
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Figure 3 Training and testing phases in Emergency Detection framework    

 

CONCLUSION 

In terms of production patterns and issue resolution models, convectional rule-

based systems for intelligent control are well understood. By analogy, production 

system and production rule are conceptual precursors of knowledge-based 

systems with functional architecture, whereas the latter leads to refinement and 

issue comprehension of a specific situation. 

A production system is a computer model that has shown to be particularly useful 

in computational intelligence and robotic design, as well as in the actual 

implementation of search algorithms and cognitive modeling of real-world 

problem solving. A production entity manages a pattern-based direction for a 

problem-solving activity and creates a production principle, storage, and 

recognize–action control sequence. The operational complexity of event 

escalation could be encapsulated by a graphical user interface. 

Data for certain circumstances can be compiled and stored in the working memory 

for operational modification. The recognize-act principle of the production 

pattern is handled by the inference engine, whether it is designed for goal-driven 

or data-driven production. Because it contains useful information and significant 

details, the storage location is supplemented with data for individual 

circumstances. 
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